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mrs hester s classroom desmos piecewise project - they work so hard writing functions of all kinds not just limited to our
algebra 1 skill base i have students independently researching conics logarithmic functions and working so hard to make
their details perfect i have printed these in color both years and put them down the hallway, art project piecewise
functions curriki - this lesson has students combine the graphs of piece wise functions including constant linear absolute
value quadratic square root cubic exponential growth and decay and reciprocal functions to create a art project picture
students will be evaluated using a provided rubric on accuracy creativity and neatness, trig unit 3 piecewise art project
pdf function - there are several required functions that must be found in your piecewise art absolute value horizontal
vertical lines linear polynomials of degree 3 radicals conic sections rationals greatest integer for individuals 1 of each for
groups of 2 2 of each except for one for groups of 3 3 of each except for two 4, desmos staff picks creative art - explore
math with desmos com a free online graphing calculator, introduction to piecewise functions algebra video - functions
assign outputs to inputs some functions have simple rules like for every x return x however there can be other rules that are
more elaborate for example if x 0 return 2x and if x 0 return 3x these are called piecewise functions because their rules aren
t uniform but consist of multiple pieces, piecewise functions she loves math - introduction to piecewise functions
piecewise functions are just what they are named pieces of different functions sub functions all on one graph the easiest
way to think of them is if you drew more than one function on a graph and you just erased parts of the functions where they
aren t supposed to be along the x s they are defined differently for different intervals of x, piecewise functions project by
maggie ford on prezi - example 2 lets shed some light on this shall we okay so all those ads around your grocery store or
any store really are piecewise functions because they are functions which are defined by multiple subfunctions each
subfunction applying to a certain interval of the main, algebra 2 end of year project design a picture using - linear
function 8th grade math eighth grade teaching math math 8 fun math math teacher math classroom math games forward i is
a number slope intercept form battleship variation for coordinate battleship, piecewise functions math is fun maths
resources - piecewise functions a function can be in pieces we can create functions that behave differently based on the
input x value a function made up of 3 pieces example when x is less than 2 it gives x 2 when x is exactly 2 it gives 6
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